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PREFACE
Time and again, in one company and one country after
another, our consultancy and research experience hammers home one point: What makes or breaks strategy is
whether managers “get” something so overarching it
mostly escapes attention: the very nature of markets.
For, whilst markets are the core concept of economics and
commerce, they have so far been overwhelmingly glossed
over or misunderstood by orthodox strategy. But in 2018,
business has crossed a threshold of complexity where a
correspondingly complex market view becomes
indispensable.

FOUNDATION: MARKET VIEWS MAKE OR BREAK
STRATEGY
Today, only by getting the nature of markets as complex adaptive
systems, can ﬁrms hope to read and respond to their environment?
More enticingly, only by learning to operate, and co-operate, in
complexity, can they take part in proactively adapting that environment to themselves

instead of reactively adapting themselves

to the environment? And therein lies the strategy’s new prize,
which turns established strategy paradigms on their head.
Mastering the collaborative dynamics of complex market systems
enables Strategies for MArket SHaping — SMASH. Market shaping unleashes value gains from greater market size, efﬁciency, and
xiii
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proﬁtability which dwarf the zero-sum wins eked out in marketshare increments by traditional competitive strategy.
The importance of market views in other words, why readers
should even care

crystallizes from our opening pair of case his-

tories: the puzzling fall of Nokia Mobile Phone and the dazzling
rise of Uber. Infamously, Nokia plummeted from sure market
leader to a ﬁre sale of its mobile phone business line in a few short
years. Yet, conventional explanations for the demise of Nokia
Mobile Phone miss the forest for the trees. Those explanations
overlook the secret lurking in plain sight by seeking answers at the
ﬁrm level: failures of Nokia’s leadership, or failures in productrelated competitive advantage against industry rivals, causing loss
of product market share.
Ironically, Nokia CEO Stephen Elop raised his eyes to the market level and glimpsed the true explanation in the leaked Burning
Platform memo from 2011. He concluded: “Our competitors
aren’t taking our market share with devices; they are taking our
market share with an entire ecosystem. This means we’re going to
have to decide how we either build, catalyze, or join an ecosystem.” Elop’s ecosystem epiphany, of course, was too little, too
late. But he can hardly be faulted for that. What really stands out
is that Nokia went from hero to zero because it did everything by
the book

a strategy playbook complete with an implicit view of

markets that had passed its use-by date.
If Nokia was the model student following all the rules of the
doomed old school, Uber Technologies Inc. doesn’t just represent
the new school; it’s unschool. The online ride-sharing company,
with its game-changing app that lets riders hail, track, and pay
for a cab online, and its alleged non-workforce of mere partner
drivers, is shaking up market institutions and ﬂouting the rules
of the old taxi-scape. Uber understands that markets are shapeable, makeable systems. It’s a born market-shaper
the most radical.

and one of
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ORTHODOX STRATEGY STATES NO VIEW OF MARKETS,
BUT IMPLIES A POOR VIEW
The case histories generalize. Nokia represents the received view of
markets and strategy, while Uber gestures toward an intuited, but as
yet unarticulated, alternative. For decades, the received wisdom of
management strategy has largely skipped over articulating any theory, or view, of markets. However, by working backwards we can
deduce the views it implied. Our text dubs these as the poor views.
The standard playbooks still weighing down managers’ bookshelves have taught a single meta-formula of strategic success.
Broadly, the formula goes: Analyze your market to identify opportunities, ﬁnd your unique position, and create a master plan to
outwit your competition.
Working backwards, this strategic posture makes assumptions,
assertions, and approximations about markets, which imply that
markets are either very simple, like a supply and demand graph,
or utterly incomprehensible.
Variously:
• The market is externally given: from whence it came, we cannot
know. The exception is that occasionally a heroic outlier
launching a breakthrough technology manages to conjure into
being an entire new market.
• Market opportunities are precursors to strategy. The non-heroic
majority of ﬁrms are stuck with the market they’ve chosen, and
must adapt their ﬁrm to the opportunities that they ﬁnd.
• Market dynamics are deterministic. They can be analyzed, predicted, and operated on using the everyday mechanical logic of
cause and effect.
• Markets are synonyms for the aggregate demand for products
hence phrases like “the mobile phone market.” What this view
leaves out is the value created when customers use the product.
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• Markets are industries. Consequently, we create institutions
that limit our ability to look beyond the boundaries of the
industry: statistics that measure the growth of the industry, and
trade associations that stabilize the market.
None of these premises is true, and many are incompatible.

Poor Market Views Impoverish Your Strategy Playbook
To strategize on this basis is to build strategy on sand. In most
cases, the operating environment is so inherently unpredictable
that market analyses aren’t worth the pixels they’re written in.
The poor views impoverish strategy from every angle:
• They make strategy reactive and defeatist because markets are
supposedly given.
• They doom ﬁrms to compete for market share in a zero-sum
competitive game.
• Their very dominance kills the hallmark of good strategy:
originality.
• Finally, they miss the main chance: to unleash value that is
orders of magnitude greater than market-share increments. In
other words, they miss market shaping, achieved by adapting
markets to the ﬁrm, not vice versa.
If these poor market views and the strategy built on them are so
deﬁcient, why do they still prevail? We argue they have persisted
partly because of sheer incumbency; partly through self-reinforcing
deﬁnitions in the data on markets and industries; and partly for the
lack of an articulated alternative. But the day of reckoning has
come in one ﬁeld after another as markets have crossed a threshold
of complexity. Globalization, digitalization, and network effects
render the old models of markets and strategy obsolete.
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A RICH MARKET VIEW REQUIRES SYSTEMS THEORY
Drawing on the transdisciplinary science of systems theory, and
combining insights from biology, psychology, and sociology as well
as economics and management, we offer the rich reality of markets
as complex adaptive systems. That’s “complex” like an ecosystem
or a society, rather than merely “complicated” like the ﬂight deck
of a Dreamliner. Indeed, as frequent ﬂiers, we’re delighted that airplanes still obey mechanical cause and effect. But complex systems
don’t. They can be neither controlled nor safely predicted. Markets
as systems constantly evolve; partly by random “emergence,” partly
by the deliberate market shaping efforts of the likes of Uber and
its smart entrepreneurial cousins. Consequently, the ﬁrm is part of
the market, rather than the market being external to the ﬁrm.
Markets are complex systems of exchange for the purpose of
co-creating value. More precisely they create what classical-era
economics called “use value” to the customer. Use value is as
opposed to our standard neoclassical metric: exchange value,
which is really price. Yet boosting use value which is limitless
can ultimately boost exchange value, markets, and proﬁts.
The complex systems’ view of markets has always been true but
only recently become essential. Recognizing markets as complex
systems spells strategic implications. Notably, just as markets are
socially constructed, so they can be reconstructed by social methods. And while they cannot be predicted or controlled, they can
be inﬂuenced by market players.

THE BOOK REBUILDS STRATEGY ON THE RICH VIEW
OF MARKETS
Rooted in the richness of market systems, the book therefore
traces the three main resulting shifts in strategic thinking: (1) from
ﬁrm focus to context focus, where the relevant context is our
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deﬁnition of the market; (2) from competing and winning to value
creation and cooperation; and (3) from analysis, prediction, and
planning to non-predictive strategizing and experimentation.
The book weaves these three strands together into a cohesive
strategic framework market shaping. Market-shaping strategies
acknowledge that much of ﬁrm performance, both turnover
growth and proﬁtability, is explained by the markets where a ﬁrm
operates. Crucially though, strategic choices go beyond market
selection, entry and exit; markets are malleable and therefore ﬁrms
can and should actively seek to shape them in their favor by
value-creating coalitions.

KEY CONTRIBUTION: AN EASY, ACTIONABLE
FRAMEWORK FOR MARKET SHAPING
Market shaping is not entirely new. Research by Boston
Consulting Group and McKinsey suggests that 9% of ﬁrms
already engage in market shaping. However, most of them do so
intuitively. Therefore, their methods are hard to replicate. What is
new
and the book’s key contribution
is systematizing and
articulating a universal, teachable, and actionable framework for
understanding and shaping markets. Whereas traditional strategy
skipped glibly over the subject, SMASH recognizes markets as
strategy’s necessary foundation and then rebuilds.
Crucially too, our framework is one that any ﬁrm can grasp
and practice. It does not take traditional market power and
resources, or intuitive genius, to understand markets as complex
systems and to shape them to your own beneﬁt. As a master metaphor and structural device, we use the colorful, reader-friendly
diagram of a market Fan, comprising four layers plus a core. The
Fan groups and orders the 13 elements of markets we’ve identiﬁed
that savvy market shapers of any size can inﬂuence, in closely
explained and topically illustrated ways, to reshape the whole.

